
P1 EXHIBITION

An
exhilarating 
experience



The children of class P1A presented an exhibition on theme"PLANTS “.The name of the 
class was kept as “The Majestic Garden”. All the sub-themes under plants were covered 
that included different types, parts, condition for the growth, riddles,etc. The exhibition 
also had an interactive corner for all the guests and parents which include the jewelry 
counter and the plant abacus game. The children presented confidently. The exhibition 
was successful as parents were very happy to see their children performing confidently.



The theme of the class P1 B was -‘Food ‘ Children displayed the 
diversity of the nation by presenting the different food items 

from 9 states. Children enjoyed being little chefs and made sprout 
salad for every visitor. Also , children shared about different food 

groups. They had an enriching experience. 



The students of P1 C displayed an exhibition of the theme ‘Animals’. The students made interesting 
models on animals’ habitat and their eating habits. The students also spoke a few lines explaining 

their model. Many students came dressed up as animals and told about themselves. It also had 
special highlights of the interactive corner of games, riddles, and fun facts. The exhibition proved 

to be a learning experience for the children as well as for our guests.



The children of class P1D  presented an exhibition on the theme "Transport". They 
touched upon a variety of concepts like rolling friction, modes of transport models, a 
little survey on transport in daily life, quiz and riddles on transport. They presented 

their learnings with cheerful smiles on their face.



P1-E students put up an exhibition on the theme of water. The students explained the 
water cycle through a song, did experiments, explained awareness of water pollution, 
performed activities on ‘say no to Plastic’, and also how to recycle plastic. There was 

also an imaginative corner for parents.



Thank you
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